Early Music Studio First Meeting Information

The following students are needed for an f2f instrument sign out Sept. 14 in MB210

3:30 – 4:00
Paul Baek, Elizabeth Van’t Voort, Heather Marie White, Rosalyn Bourne.
I will need to see Lia Gronberg very briefly at 3:30 as well.

4:15 – 4:45
Lia Gronberg, Mary Elizabeth Rose, Sherry Kwong, Talia Hunter

5:00 – 5:20
Lorena Beneitz Jimenez

The following students are needed for an introduction to EMS keyboard information Sept. 14 in MB216

3:30
Nathan Nykor, Evin Chavez

Information for Gabriel Petric EMS will meet on zoom on Wednesday, September 15 for orientation, syllabus discussion, and Q & A.